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Abstract—The loss of core developers might be detrimental
for projects. However, it is possible that new core developers
assume the project maintenance and allow the project to survive.
The objective of this paper is to provide empirical evidence
on project abandonment and survival and the motivation and
difficulties faced when assuming an abandoned project. We adopt
a mixed-methods approach to investigate project abandonment
and survival on 1,932 popular GitHub projects and conduct
a survey with developers that have been instrumental in the
survival of the projects.

I. REPORT

An easy way to communicate and understand the depen-
dency of an open source software (OSS) project on key
developers is the notion of Truck Factor (TF), i.e., the minimal
number of developers that the project depends on for its
maintenance and evolution [1]; if TF developers abandon
the project the project maintenance will be heavily affected.
We refer to the situation of TF developers abandoning a
project as TF developers detachment (TFDD). Existing studies
investigated contributor abandonment and retention [2]–[4],
and proposed heuristics to compute TFs by mining software
repositories [5], [6]. However, there are no studies that allow
a more profound understanding of what happens when influ-
ential TF developers leave a project.

In our paper [7], we investigate TFDD by conducting a
mixed-methods study. We start by collecting, curating, and
analyzing a dataset of 1,932 popular GitHub projects to answer
RQ1-RQ3 concerning the frequency of TFDDs. Next, we
utilize our survey results to answer RQ4-RQ6 concerning
the motivation and challenges faced by the developers who
assumed the maintenance of abandoned projects.
(RQ1) How common are TFDDs in open source projects?
TFDD is not merely a theoretical concept: 16% of the projects
faced at least one TFDD; 66% of these TFDDs happened in
systems with TF=1, which are 55% of the projects. 59% of
the TFDDs happened in the first two years of development;
but 71% of the projects with TFDDs have now between 4 and
7 years of development.
(RQ2) How often open source projects survive TFDDs? 41%
of the projects survived their last observed TFDD, usually by
attracting a single new TF developer (86%). Newcomers are
crucial to recover from TFDDs. They contributed to recovery
of 48% of the surviving projects.
(RQ3) What are the distinguishing characteristics of the
surviving projects? At the moment of the TFDDs, we found

no major difference between surviving and non-surviving
projects, in terms of number of developers, commits, and files.
On the contrary, we found that surviving projects are younger
at TFDD time compared to the non-surviving ones.
(RQ4) Do new TF developers perceive risks of project dis-
continuation? 77% of the new TF developers were (partially)
aware of the risks faced by the surviving systems, before
making the contributions responsible for the project recovery.
(RQ5) What motivates a developer to assume an open source
project after a TFDD situation? The developers responsible
to reactivate the maintenance of the surviving projects were
motivated by their own usage of the projects (17 developers,
53%). They also intended to contribute back to an open source
community (34%) or avoid the project discontinuation (16%).
(RQ6) What project characteristics most facilitate or hamper
the work of recently arrived TF developers? The character-
istics that helped on the attraction of new TF developers
have a social, technical or external nature. Friendly and active
maintainers is the most mentioned facilitator, indicated by 12
developers (41%). Lack of time is the most common barrier
faced by new TF developers.

Our work shows that TFDDs indeed happen in open source
projects, but projects can survive such situations by attracting
new core contributors. Also, the motivations, principal en-
ablers and barriers faced by developers taking over abandoned
projects have been investigated by this work. During the
workshop, we will present our work, and discuss how our
results can become actionable for researchers and OSS.
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